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Editor’s Comments
If you work with wood, you are bound to find, sooner or
later, that woodworm has invaded some of your timber
stocks. So it is with committees, especially the MWA
committee. Our Worm is different though: it can write! Our
Worm offers a wry commentary on the workings of the
Committee. Few members are spared good natured but
barbed comment, and it says much for the members that I
am encouraged to publish “A Worm’s Eye View”.Do tell
me if you like it, and perhaps more will be forthcoming
from our wood munching friend.
Now an apology for the poor quality of some of the black &
white pictures in the last Newsletter. The colour originals
looked O.K. and the first B&W versions were acceptable,
but alas, the photocopying process used for final printing
always degrades the pictures, and I did not allow enough for
that. Must do better! Take a look at our web site to see
how they should have looked.
The Cow Byre Exhibition was a great success. The change
to the Autumn brought many more visitors, and generated
better sales than the Summer exhibition in earlier years. At
a rough count, we had approaching 600 visitors all told.
Income from sales will have to wait until I get an updated
figure, but early signs point to a useful sum in commission
being available for our Charity Ralph and his team deserve
congratulations for smooth organisation, likewise all those
who contributed towards a show of excellent craftsmanship
and design, and to the demonstrators who were on call
throughout the week. For those who put in the hard work
there was the reward of an excellent social occasion, much
enjoyed by us all.
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A Note from the Treasurer
AGM Annual Accounts. David Moore is recovering from a recent heart operation
and has been unable to audit the accounts in time for the AGM. The Committee have
agreed to ask the meeting to accept the accounts "un-audited". Copies will be available
at the meeting, but will not circulated to those members not present. When David is
well enough to carry out the usual checks and the Accounts are formally accepted,
copies will be circulated to all members.

September Meeting: John Davis
John Davis sells wood, and in particular Australian
burrs. Burrs are difficult to turn well because the
timber does not have the same characteristics as
normal wood. In addition, some burrs are quite
abrasive in their nature, and soon take the keen edge
off the tools. However, provided the correct
techniques are used the results can be very
rewarding.
Before selling timber to Club members, John
demonstrated his preferred methods by making a
natural edged bowl from an interesting piece of burr
wood. The first problem with any burr is how to
mount it in the lathe. Because of the enormous
variations in shapes of burrs there is no one method
of initial holding, and often much ingenuity is needed
fo get a secure hold. For some burrs, a stout screw
chuck can be persuaded to do the job, but often a
safer alternative is to use a small faceplate and many
short but strong screws. Sometimes gluing a
sacrificial block to a flat area of the burr can help.
Sometimes a suitable piece of wood can be glued
into a purpose made recess, and left as part of the
finished job. This method is particularly useful when
the original burr is shallow, or very lop sided. When
using a chuck, it must be remembered that the only
safe way to grip a burr is on a spigot. This is
because the grain structure of burrs is often not
strong, and an expanding grip will more often than
not simply burst the timber. Above all, loose bark
should either be removed or glued down before
turning began, and eye protection must be worn.
Tool sharpening is important, and John favours a
fingernail ground bowl gouge for much of the work.
This type of gouge is very versatile and can be
persuaded to scrape as well as cut. It is worth
experimenting with the tool presentation, as no two
burrs are the same.
While the fingernail
gouge
is
the
universal tool, a
conventionally
ground gouge is still
useful for getting
into the bottoms of
deeper
hollows,
while scrapers can
sometimes
work
when edge tools will
not. John stressed
the danger when
working with natural
edged forms, and
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demonstrated how he keeps his hands clear of
revolving jagged edges. Safety is paramount
when working on natural edged forms.
For for finishing, John favours power sanding,
often with the lathe stopped, as safer than
normal hand sanding, but he pointed out that
some areas on burr forms would always need to
be hand sanded with the lathe stopped. He
preferred
oil
applied in many
coats
with
ample drying
time between
coats, with or
without a final
burnish
with
wax, to any
other finishes.
He had on
show
some
excellent burr pieces finished in this way.
John sold a fair number of burrs during the
evening, and it was notable that at the Cow Byre
there were more excellent burr pieces than we
commonly see!
Altogether it was a very
informative and instructive evening which must
have encouraged many to tackle a more difficult
project.

Robert Bishop in October
Robert is a big man, and he likes his turnings to
be big too. He is the proud owner of a massive
VL36 lathe, and his previous lathe was (and is
because he has still got it) a Poolwood 2000. He
set out to show us how he approaches some of
his less common ideas using fairly large pieces of
timber. First of all he set a part seasoned 11
inch beech blank between a four prong driver and
a conventional tailstock centre. The idea was that
if enough pressure is applied via the tailstock, it
should be possible to take hefty roughing cuts
with large
tools, and to
prepare for
chuck
mounting
later. It was
not Robert’s
day.
The
drive centre
was rather
small for its
task, and the
wood was
softer than
expected,
with the net result that instead of driving, the
centres just buried themselves into the wood, and
no amount of additional pressure from the
tailstock up to the maximum our Poolwood 1000
lathe could exert would maintain the drive. It is
easy to blame the lathe when this happens, but
Robert did observe that with hindsight he wished
he had mounted the blank on a faceplate, when
none of his problems would have appeared. We
did wonder too why he did not change his plan
and turn a chucking spigot, and proceed safely
from there.

what he had intended to do, and instead showed
us how he tackled cut away bowl forms, and in
particular making attractive spiral sections from
his bowls. It was fortunate that he had “Plan
B” already prepared. He interspersed his
demonstration with much useful comment on
tool shapes and grinding, and their correct
presentation to the wood - all good useful stuff,
especially for the less experienced turners
amongst us.
To complement his demonstration, Robert
showed a gallery of some of his large pieces,
many of them prize winners at various
Exhibitions. They were very impressive as the
pictures show. Also in the Gallery was some
lighter work produced by Christina Bishop, who
as well as being an excellent turner is also a dab
hand with Pyrography as a means of decorating
turned forms.
It must have been a disappointing evening for
Robert, who had not been able to carry out his
intended demonstration, but the members
gathered a great deal of good advice from him
nevertheless, and an excellent Gallery attracted
much interest and favourable comment.

With much effort and commendable restraint,
Robert eventually succeeded in roughing out the
blank, but at the cost of too much time being take
over what in his own workshop would have been
a very rapid part of the process. So he changed

Vicmarc 100 Lathe.

MWA is planning to dispose of its Vicmarc VL100 lathe. It is initially to be offered to members at
an advantageous price, either as a second lathe or as a starter lathe. This is a small but substantial
machine of 9 inches swing over the bed (6 .5 inches swing over the banjo) and approx. 12 inches
between centres, which has been proven to be suitable for small to medium size projects. The
spindle nose is M 33 x 3.5 mm thread and it and the tailstock are bored for No 2 Morse Taper. The
lathe has six speeds from 570 to 3600 rpm, driven by a one quarter hp (about 200 watts) motor with
automatic overload cut out and “no-volt” push button starter, via a polyvee belt. The machine will
be sold with its dedicated Axminster chuck fitted with “C” jaws, and also with a 4” faceplate, 2
prong drive centre, revolving tailstock centre, two tool rests (6“and 31/4”), and a knock out bar.
The machine is mounted on a heavy dismantlable wooden stand, with provision for a safety screen.
If you are interested in acquiring this machine, please contact the Secretary or the Chairman.
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Your Committees’ Meeting

A (Wood) Worms Eye View

Living in the wood in Adrian's’ house is very nice. It’s warm and comfortable. Plenty to eat, quiet
mostly in the dining room, except when these eight or so blokes sit around the table every month and
talk, talk, talk. You’d think they had nothing better to do.
First of all I get “apologies for absence”, all very official. What I don’t understand is how can
someone apologise for their absence if they’re not there. No wonder there aren’t any most months.
Then “Any other business”. - I haven’t heard any yet so how can there be other business. Oh and they
do go on. Discussing and arguing -round and round sometimes. No wonder the meetings go on so late.
Haven’t they got nice wooden nests to go to? They’re always looking to make things better for some
club members they seem to want to please.
This time it’s about cable trunking – I thought that was to do with elephants and telegrams- but it’s to
make it safer for people to walk about. (They’d be better staying in their nests if you ask me). Safety’s
a bit of an obsession with them . Dust filters, setting up procedures, safety screens for lathes. It seems
that bits of wood are liable to fly off these lathes. I like my wood to stay in one place – easier to munch
on and you don’t get dizzy.
Now they’re reviewing the last club meeting, and wanting more members to help and be involved. Well.
Fungus & rot!! Aren’t there enough committee members then? Still, I s’pose there is a lot to do
though, What’s it all for then? All you need is a nice warm piece of wood and you’ve got a nest, plenty
to eat, peace and quiet – except when the area’s invaded by a bunch of warm blooded chatterboxes- Rot
& Fungus!!
Then they’re arranging and agreeing demonstrators, organising exhibitions, talking about money – have
they got enough money for all this safety equipment. Can they afford this or that, always trying to be
better. Insurance for the inventory. You’d think that would be simple, but no- fifteen minutes later they
decide to work on it at home individually with some bird co-ordinating it.
They want to attract young turners- I’m all for more wood around, but young turners, isn’t that a
contradiction in terms – still anyone got any ideas? – the more the merrier I say.
Phew! Halfway through the meeting and the big chap Adrian in his Chairmans’ Report, (does he live in
the chair or what?) says that he’s said most of what he’s got to say. Well that makes a change. varnish
& polish. yeuch !!. But he goes on. Talking about the great work some Christine has done on the web.
What is she, a spider?
Then there’s talk about budgets, seminars, exhibitions, income & expenditure. The AWGB, and the
AGM, nominations and proposals, organising the Cow Byre, (more animals). PR whatever that is.
(Pink Rosewood? Pine Resin?, Yeuch!) and ‘T’ shirts, sweat shirts, Social Meeting for December,
where there should be more vegetarian food, (various types of wood I suppose), and then at last, fixing
the date of the next meeting.
But they still hang around talking until finally the door closes and I can get back to contemplating the
universe. Or is that a piece of Aussie Burr someone’s left behind? UMMM! Exotic. Hard as anything
– but very tasty.

Notes for your Diary
Only one date for now, and that is the Christmas Evening on 14th December.
There will be the usual mix of good cheer (A Finger Buffet & Marys Mince Pies with
unlimited coffee etc.), and things to do. We shall also have a Bring & Buy, and the
raffle will be free to all present. The Shop and the Library will also be in evidence.
Dates and details for the coming year are to be announced in due course.
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